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Abstract: Ussing content analysis, throough a descriiptive
documentary research, thiss study aims at identifyingg the
mechanisms of good governaance at a globaal level, particuularly
the European one. Also we have taken intto consideration the
consequences of globalizatioon on good goovernance. Forr this
h
conceivedd an analysis off specific objecctives
purpose, we have
such as: goodd governance, the identificatioon of the Euroopean
dimensions off good governnance principlees, the relationnship
between goodd governance annd good adminnistration accorrding
to the profounnd institutionall changes causeed by globalizaation.
We consider thhat globalizatioon is an irreverssible process annd its
consequences upon good goovernance are related
r
to its efffects
on the global economy, the access to new
n
knowledgee and
technologies, expanding
e
the investment
i
oppoortunities.
Key words: globalizationn, governancce, administraation,
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1. INTRODU
UCTION
menon
The debattes determined by the governnment phenom
occupy a veryy important plaace in the pressent context and are
being materiaalized in a vast judicial, poliitical and econnomic
literature. Thee theoretical acqquisitions in this domain undeerline
the multiple perspectives
p
of approach but also
a
the difficullty to
characterize thhis complex annd multidimenssional phenomeenon.
The insufficieencies of tradittional approachhes come from
m the
vast feature of
o this subject,, the lack of a well definedd and
consolidated theoretical
t
basis, as well as frrom the fact thhat its
specific problematic does not belong too a sole scientific
domain. Althoough there is a significant nuumber of paperss and
studies devoteed to this subbject, sometimees the discourrse is
characterized by confusion and
a terminologgical imprecisioon. A
very importannt role in this coontext belongs to
t the increase in
i the
capacity to conceptualize
c
thhe new realitiies, as well ass the
intensificationn of the concernn for elaboratinng a possible thheory
of governmennt, that woulld comprise its ideological and
economic conccepts, principlees, norms and prromotion policiies as
well as the aim
med at purpose. Starting from the abovementiioned
issues, our puurpose is to unnderline the im
mportance that good
governance has
h
in the sustainable deveelopment of global
g
society.

2. THE PAR
RADIGM OF
F GLOBALIZ
ZATION
As other concepts the term
t
globalizaation is still a very
o not havingg a precise definnition. (Apahideanu,
controversial one,
2006, p. 303) In the most general
g
terms, “globalization
“
i the
is
process by whhich the geograpphic distance becomes a factor less
important in establishing
e
andd developing crross border relaations
of economic, political
p
and soocial nature” (Bari, 2001, p. 6). The
paradigm of globalization
g
diiffers from a school of thougght to
another. Thuus, the realistiic point of view
v
sustains that
globalization is equivalentt to the millitarization off the
international system and thhe instaurationn of the modeel of
political contrrol over the borrders. At the saame time the reealists

assert that althoughh all the branches and public liife domains aree
ween the states is not affected..
affeccted, the real coompetition betw
On the other haand, the sustainers of liberralism identifyy
balization with multilateralism
m
m and with the phenomenon
p
off
glob
increeased global innterdependency while globalissts assert that itt
is alll about a norm
mal result of thhe developmen
nt of the globall
capitalist system. Under
U
its most ggeneral aspect, globalization
g
iss
ore and moree
the almost naturaal consequencce of the mo
y the humann
acceentuated coursse imprinted to history by
deveelopment sense (Popescu, 20099, p. 3).

3. _THE EFFE
ECTS OF GLOBALIZA
ATION ON
N
GO
OOD GOVER
RNANCE
In
I the presentt, globalizationn is undergoin
ng a powerfull
asym
mmetry, a lack of homogeneityy because of the discrepanciess
existtent regardingg the stage of developmeent, resources,,
capaacities, possibilities but also trraditions, aspiraations, culturess
and values. Globaalization brings opportunities but also greatt
riskss. The major task
t
of globaliization is to ensure
e
a stablee
enviironment underr a political, ecconomic and so
ocial aspect. Att
the same
s
time, it caarries a series oof restrictions, as
a well as a sett
of new
n
objectivess and values: political, eco
onomic, social,,
judiccial, moral, ethiical, ideologicaal. Parallel to th
he technologicall
imprrovements thaat have revoluutionized many
y domains off
activ
vity, globalizatiion has broughtt the increase of
o disparities inn
weallth distributionn, a more accenntuated polarizaation of wealthh
and poorness, sociaal exclusion annd insecurity. Globalization
G
iss
at th
he same time a process off reconsidering
g the relationss
betw
ween north andd south, as welll as the relation
ns between thee
centter and peripherry in a general meaning, as in
n these relationss
both
h the internal ones
o
and especcially the exterrnal ones comee
into play, betweenn spaces such as states, regions or biggerr
P
from nnational to regiional and thenn
territorial areas. Passing
glob
bal implies options,
o
abanddonments, exp
pectations andd
challenges that prroduce significcant changes in the set off
fund
damental valuees and principlles. Also, we witness in thee
present even at the global integrattion of partial processes, to thee
harm
monization of policies and sstrategies, legisslations in thee
dom
main of integrattion with regioonal regulation
ns, respectivelyy
interrnational ones. (Stanescu, 20005, p. 215) Th
he globalizationn
phen
nomenon impooses an analyssis of the conccept of globall
goveernment that, although
a
is freqquently used, doesn’t
d
have a
unifo
form definitionn. Thus, while Wilkinson (20
002) considerss
that “global governnment is a com
mplex and dynaamic process off
d
makinng that constanttly responds too
interractive public decision
the circumstances
c
o an environm
of
ment in continuo
ous change” thee
Soutth Center in Geneva
G
(1995) aapproaches thiss concept from
m
the perspective off recognizing tthe need for new
n
and moree
nd managementt
advaanced forms off international cooperation an
of global
g
business common to a great number of states. Thee
regio
onalization off different sppaces of the world, as a
preliiminary stage of
o globalizationn, has become a necessity thatt
cann
not be avoided since, before thhe globalization
n process, theree
is a need for adapptation to the global climatee, the requests,,

challenges and expectations of this climate. The regional
integration remains the main gate of entrance to the global
society and presents two types of institutionalized forms:
governmental and nongovernmental. Thus there have been
established structures that can promote intra and inter regional
actions of collaboration and partnership, with mechanisms,
systems of values, principles and specific norms. According to
the United Nations (2000, p.2) the global efforts to impose
governance imply numerous tendencies: decentralization,
privatization, globalization, convergence, regionalization,
interstate cooperation. In order to apply these tendencies to
globalize governance, the states have to adopt public policies
that involve the citizens, public and private business, and to
build partnerships for global, national and local governance. If
governance is the way to exert power, good governance implies
the “imperative consensus of those governed towards the
objective and the methods of governing, the responsibility of
those governing, the efficiency of governing and the rights of
the citizens to be informed in the first place of what concerns
the use and distribution of the financial resources of
government”. (Apahideanu, 2006, p. 309) Good governance is a
recent concept, promoted by the liberal democracies of the
world especially the ones in the European space. This new
concept takes into account the involvement of the citizens in the
decision making process, their needs and requests. The new
concept allows the use of material, human and financial
resources in a more efficient manner, directed towards the
satisfaction of priority needs. Good governance is not an end
itself, but is subsumed to a final goal aiming at accomplishing
the general interests. The concept of good governance needs a
higher degree of transparency and responsibility in the public
process. Starting from the definitions provided by the doctrine,
the following features of good governance can be determined:
the political dimension of the concept that implies a multiparty
system, competitive in democratic policies and respecting
human rights; the institutional dimension represented by the
manner in which the businesses of the state are managed; the
technical dimension valued by the quality of management and
institutional capacity. But this concept also has a sociological
dimension that entails the following: ensuring a legal
economical and political environment; improving the efficiency
of governing; the decentralization of public administration;
promoting cultural diversity; protecting the environment and
equality in treatment. This new approach of good governance
has determined the analysis of the specific attributes of the
concept as true principles of public administration, respectively
a unitary assembly of “basic rules of a political, economic,
social and judicial nature that determine in an essential way the
organization, functioning and activity of the executive system
of the states”. If initially the concept of good governance was
identified within EPSD of the European Union, subsequently,
together with the identification by the European Commission of
the imperative of reforming the European governance as a
strategic objective, the White Paper of European Governance
was adopted which is a fundamental document underlining the
principles of good European governance. The doctrine has
underlined the fact that the EU represents “an exemplary
architecture” for global development, with similarities between
the global governance of markets and the specific principles of
the EU governance. At the same time, with the adherence of
new states, there is a pressing need for the efficiency of the
European institutional structures which will also lead to the
affirmation of the organization at a global level. The White
Paper of European Governance, in “Proposals for change”
states that the European Union has to renew the method of the
Community following a less centralized method, a better
involvement and more openness. Also, the five principles that
define good governance are listed: openness, participation,
accountability, efficiency and coherence. Each of these
principles, as indicated by the Paper, is important for the

establishment of democratic governance and represents a basis
for democracy and respect of law. The openness does not refer
only to the active communication of decisions but also to the
use of an accessible language that is understood by the public.
Concerning the participation, quality, relevance and efficiency
of the policies of the EU, they depend on ensuring a wide
participation, from conceiving the decision until its application.
The efficiency conditions the exertion of the policies in a
prompt manner with clear objectives. The efficiency depends
also on the implementation of policies and choosing the level at
which the measures are being taken. One of the principles of
democratic governance promoted in the Lisbon Treaty is that of
participative democracy. In virtue of this principle, the
European citizens can participate under different ways, to the
political process of the Union, one of these being represented
by the citizens’ initiative. At the same time, the Treaty
recognizes the importance of consultations and dialogue with
associations, civil society, workers and employers, churches
and other non confessional organizations. In the context of the
conceptual analysis of good governance, we consider that the
clarification of the relation between governance and good
administration is necessary. Traditionally, good administration
is founded on the idea of institutions, referring to the way they
function, this being possible by ensuring the access to
information, a more efficient protection of fundamental rights,
as well as the right to defense, publication of administrative
acts and their motivation. With an apparent similar content,
good administration represents one of the conditions of good
governance, according to the World Bank.

4. CONCLUSION
Although it is not a panacea, the globalization is a reality
that all countries should participate to, regardless their level of
democracy or development. It involves accepting the same
values, political, economic and social cohesion. What makes a
governance to be good, in terms of globalization, is the correct
allocation of resources (economic, financial, material, human),
and a mechanism for coordinating policies, efficient
administration of government resources and achieving
administrative decentralization. We believe that the
international community must identify solutions to direct the
beneficial effects of globalization into the public interest, in
parallel with adopting measures for limiting the impart of
negative effects. The values of democracy (state law,
transparency, openness, access to information etc.) represent
the solution for directing globalization effects in order to
harmonize the internal and external policy of a country, thus
determining the route towards good governance.
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